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Abstract—In modern networks, different applications struggle
to generate traffic in such a way that maximizes the QoE of their
users. For that, they try to estimate and predict the network state.
However, these estimations are far from being accurate because
of the fluctuations imposed by the way the networks operate. In
the paper, we discuss why the estimations of the applications are
so inaccurate and propose the applications to communicate with
the networks to improve QoE for the end-users and the efficiency
of the network operation.

For a long time, the networks provided mainly the best-
effort service [1]. As a consequence, the applications learned
to adapt to QoS that fluctuates in a very wide range. For exam-
ple, DASH video clients expect to watch high-quality videos
without frequent quality changes, and playback interruptions
[2]. Therefore, the applications try to satisfy these require-
ments and adapt to the changes in the network conditions. For
that, they estimate the network state by measuring how its data
is transmitted. The basic examples of the metrics estimating
the network state are the bandwidth and delay (or round trip
time). Typically, to measure bandwidth, the client would send
a large portion of data at once and measure how fast it is
transmitted. To measure delay (or round-trip time), the client
would send small packets at a low rate to avoid increasing the
network load.

These methods are OK, for example, for buffered video
streaming of DASH applications, whose buffer allows to
average the network measurements over rather long timescales,
e.g., tens-seconds-average network throughput. However, for
many emerging and future applications like cloud gaming or
AR/VR, even additional 10 ms latency of a single packet can
cause severe QoE degradation [3]. It means that they need to
estimate the state of the network at very short timescales and
quickly adapt to its fluctuations.

The fluctuations are especially severe in wireless networks,
which are typically the bottlenecks at the traffic delivery
route and significantly impact the end-to-end measurements.
To increase the capacity of the wireless links, the overheads
related to the channel access procedures need to be reduced.
In both cellular and Wi-Fi networks, this is achieved with
aggregation: more data is sent less frequently. For example, in
cellular networks, transmissions have a relatively long period.
In LTE, it is 1 ms and, in current 5G deployments, it is 0.5
ms, and in Wi-Fi, a typical duration of a transmission is a few
milliseconds.

With a rather high probability, some of the aggregated
packets will have to be retransmitted. To illustrate, the MCS
(Modulation and Coding Scheme) in modern wireless net-
works is selected to provide packet error rate around 10%.
A single transmission often involves a few dozens of packets.
Therefore, the probability that at least one packet in trans-

mission will require retransmission is close to 100%. Modern
TCP-friendly wireless Media Access Control (MAC) layers try
to ensure in-order delivery of packets in the flows. Therefore,
if all the packets in the transmission belong to the same flow,
some of them will be stalled by the MAC layer until the lost
packets are successfully retransmitted. The retransmissions can
happen only in several milliseconds (e.g., 8 ms for LTE or a
random channel access procedure duration in Wi-Fi), which
means that the data of a single flow is very often forwarded to
upper layers aggregated in a window of several milliseconds.
This aggregation and protocol-induced delays further increase
the fluctuations of the network state and cause almost delusive
measurements: they almost do not depend on the network
load and because of aggregation they can happen relatively
rarely. Moreover, they are hard to take into account because
of the complicated and unknown to the end-nodes logic of
the wireless transmissions control and frequently changing
channel state.

An appealing option to solve these measurement problems
is to establish the communication between the applications
running on the end-nodes and the intermediate network equip-
ment. This way, the applications will learn the important
characteristics of the network explicitly and not with some
guesses and estimations. Furthermore, this communication can
provide the network equipment with accurate data of the
application-layer QoE metrics and with the instantaneous QoS
requirements of the applications. With such information, the
network can use a wide range of techniques developed over
the past years to utilize the network resources more efficiently
while providing high QoE for the end-users [4].

If carefully designed, this communication can give the
clients even higher privacy than they get in modern networks.
Now Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) software or hardware is
common in the networks of the Internet Service Providers
(ISPs) [5]. Simultaneously with detecting malicious traffic and
classifying the flows for improved QoS, the operators gain
access to various data on the web services used by their
clients. However, if the application-to-network communication
protocol was employed, it could provide the metadata enabling
the operators to improve QoS, but not revealing the contents
of the traffic, and the visible now data (e.g., domain names in
DNS requests) could be encrypted to provide higher privacy
to the users.

By now, numerous application-to-network communication
protocols or APIs have been developed. The examples are
SAND [6], xStream [7], CAPIF [8] and xMB [9]. However,
almost no support of these protocols is present in both modern
networks and applications.
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